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Fore word

Although academic aptitude and "intelligence" remain as interesting

theoretical concepts subject to farther refinement, it is now beginning to appear

that these constructs are not necessary ones, at least with respect to college ad-

missions. Even for the purposes of classifying exceptional children, the neces-

sary use of educational and psychological tests is being increasingly questioned.

Based on the findings discussed in the widely-noticed Hobts deport, Nicholas Hobbs

recommends that tests should not be used at all, generally, except for research

purposes. He warns that "categories and labels are powerful instruments for so-

cial regulation and control, and they are often employed for obscure, covert or

hurtful purposes: to degrade people, to deny them access to opportunity, to ex-

clude 'undesirables' whose presence in some way offends . . ." (The :Aires of

Children, Josses-Bass, in press). To the maximum extent feasible, "mainstreaming"

is recommended.

Testing for college admissions, and for college counseling and gaid-

ance, is an especially costl. enterprise. At almost any large, urban high school,

stadents and their parents spend, each year, as much as S15,00C.00 to pay the

"non-profit" testing agencies for the opportunity to take one (or sometimes both)

of the commonly-used college entrance examinations. In a moderately-sized met-

ropolitan area (suh as in San Antonio, Texas) the yearly sam can be more than

3150,000.CO. In an area as large as Texas, the total amount can be as mach as

31,500,000.00 each year.

Some parts of the above amounts, again each year, go to high school

and college counselors who are, in some unspecified manner, selected to give the

examinations. Larger parts of the above amounts go to help finance the research

and publication effor+s of test-oriented professionals. Strategically-located

persons in higher education, including many with no particular expertise in tests

or testing, are asked to serve on advisory boards of the testing organizations,

iii
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and are invited to attend interesting parleys that are not inexpensive, logisti-

cally. At one of these (in May, 1974) to mark the dedication of a new conference

center at Princeton, New Jersey, the President of the Educational Testing Service

jokingly recited this little verse in his opening remarks:

There was a young lady of Kent,

Who said that she knew what it meant

When men asked her to dine,

Gave her cocktails and wine.

She knew what it meant, but she went.

any of the procedures now used in the selection of students for higher

education were devised and adopted when computers were in a rather neolithic stage

of development. This report ends with a modest proposal that new attention be

given to the secondarj-school record as an economical and more comprehensive source

of information for predicting college achievement, and that advantage be taken of

computer technology in exploiting this information. The recommendations inclide

one offered as a partial solution to the "hierarchy" problem among educational

institutions at the college and university level.

It was in an Antonio, Texas, that a three -judge panel ruled in favor

of Rodriguez (reversed 5-4 by the Supreme Court) . Not all the Rodrigiez children

in the San Antonio metropolitan area reside in the Edgewood District, nor are they

all Brown. Serious thought is now being given, state-wide, to the matter of equi-

table financing of schools. It seems quite likely, however, that the terms local

control, local enrichment, and individial needs will often be serving as code words

for a continued non-agreement with what the courts have been trying to say. A few

school board members, especially those in the more affluent suburban areas, are

now displaying an uncommon interest in test results, and in any other information

that can be used as a reasonable and publicly-justifiable pretext for treating

children differently.
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A New Look at the Hign School Record as a Source of Information

for Predicting College Achievement

Chester J. Judy

A socially relevant problem periodically receiving more than a minimum

amount of attention is one pertaining to college admissions. There is much dif

ference of opinion regarding the number of young men and women in the total pop

ulation that should be planned for, accepted, or received, this rrnging from the

number of the "academically talented" only, as low as 15 per cent of the present

number of secondary school graduates propounded by a few nonegalitarian writers,

to as many as 100 per cent of the number of those graduated. In European coun

tries, where much smaller percentages are in the possible range, the question is

a matter of the fair sharing of existing space, an issue never satisfactorily re

solved, and one to which new thought is being given (Bereday, 1973). In those

countries there is an increasing level of conflict between traditions that guar

antee a university place for every graduate of a "higher" secondary school and the

perceived economic need for a numerus clausis (the Latin phrase for restricted ad

missions). Viany wuropeans are dismayed when they learn abort the American system

of precollege testing and "interviewing." At the same time, in many places, there

is some movement away from the practice of channeling students into different types

of secondary institutions at about the age of eleven or twelve. A common curricu

lum in a "common" school (now becoming somewhat less common in American secondary

education) appears to be one of the intermediate goals in several places.

In the United States the administrative trend, on the long term, has

been toward the expansion of higher education facilities so that larger numbers

of young people might be able to attend some college, at least for one or two

semesters. Increasingly, however, the annual contest is for admission to the

"better" institutions, those described ty Bereday (p. 42) au "pockets of struggle
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over admission" which "reproduce in miniature the tensions existing on a national

scale in elitist coantries." (Once accepted, a student's chances for survival in

American higher education are, paradoxically, much better at the prestigiots loca-

tions.) The intensifying competition is not surprising in view of the expanding

awareness of the economic and social advantages that accrue to yotng people who

attend the more selective schools. This is not to say that all the best instric-

tion is given at elite colleges and universities, or that the curriculum and the

physical plant at some of the lesser known places in the United states are always

incomplete or inadequate. On the matter of the "quality" of the student body,

some of the students in a typical college at the "lower" end of the American hier-

archy typically have academic qualifications equivalent to the qualifications of

the aye-loge applicant ceremoniously admitted to schools at the "higher" end. A

more conspicuous difference between the institutions at the two ends of the hier-

archy is often the magnitude of the student-faculty ratio or the student-tutor

ratio. Some critics of higher education maintain that rising tuition and livina-

costs are now serving to ree.tablish prestigiolts campuses as enclaves for young

people from wealthy and influential family backgrounds. In some places, however,

fincncial aid plans are permitting the enrollment of more students from "poor"

backjroands. The present trend is toward fewer students from middle income groups.

When a college or university, any college or university, admits some ap-

plicants and rejects others, a question often asked is: How are these decisions

made? Or: how should such decisions be made? Many informod people in the aca-

demic community, and also in the larger body of educated laymen, believe that the

fairest basis for admission is one on merit that favors applicants in accordance

with the Lest possible estimate of their relative prospects for doing well in a

particular academic setting. Admission test scores (such as those on the Scholas-

"c Aptitude Test developed for the College Entrance Examination Board or tests

produced by the American College Testing Program) have, in the last 25 years, been

10
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accorded special status as acceptable predictors of achievement at the college lev-

el. Academic achievement in high school (usually high school grade-point-average

or rank based on that average) is also widely recognized as a "good" predictor.

Although the catalogs of selective colleges sometimes give the impression that

careful thought is given to a broader range of qualifications, and although other

information is sometimes actually used in the development of selection equations,

such information generally adds only a trivial amount to the predictive utility

of test data and/or the high school record. This is true even though test data

and/or high school record data, in their very best present applications, can be

used to account for only a moderate amount of the variation in college performance.

Hundreds of studies have shown that prediction of college achievement

based upon a weighted combination of test results and information from the high

school record (such as high school rank) are more accurate than predictions made

from test scores alone, or from the high school record alone. These studies have

also generally shown that optimum prediction is obtained when more consideration,

or weight, is given to high school record information than *o the test informa-

tion. Hoyt (1968), for example, in a sampling of fifty colleges, found that the

best-weight equations for predicting college grades ranged from weighting test

scores and high school grades in the ratio of 1 to 0.7, to weighting test scores

and high school grades in the ratio of 1 to 3.2, with a median ratio of 1 to 1.2.

This particular study was sponsored by the American College Testing Program. The

median ratio of 1 to 1.2 for weighting test scores and high school grades was used

in developing "general" prediction equations (one for men and one for women) for

each of 985 four-year colleges.

Several points should be made in connection with the earlier studies on

college admissions, including the one conducted by Hoyt. The first and most im-

portant is that it is not at all clear that an "average" grade completely or ade-

quately represents or summarizes the heterogeneous content of a "high school

I i
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record." An "average" grade masks important differences with respect to the courses

different students take. The lack of standard approaches to the computation of av

era,;es, and the common scarcity of effective review procedures fir correcting or

dinary computational errors, contribute farther to the unreliability of "grades."

(In this report, quotation narks will generally be used with the terms high school

1;12.21<ifi and high school record to show that the intended reference is to one of the

presumably lessthanoptimam, bat commonlyused, measures of secondaryschool

achievement.) The assembly, treatment, and use of test data, on the other hand,

is not so undisciplined. This leads to the initial observation that a ratio on

the order of 1 to 1.2 for weighting test scores and "high school grades" may he a

somewhat conservative one with respect to the last vane in the ratio. Any im

provement in "grades" data will operate to increase their relative weight in best

weight equations of the kind developed ty Hoyt and other careful investigators.

A second point in connection with the findings of past studies on col

lege admissions is that the recommended ratios for weighting test scores and the

"high school record" are empirically derived. Whatever the deficiencies in grades

or grading, the recommended ratios reflect the existirh, utility of the educational

data in bestweight prediction equations. It is often erroneously inferred that,

relative to "high school grades," test scores are more dependable and valid for

selection purposes because of known differences in grading practices and standards.

Th:.re are differences in these practices and standards, but the differences, though

quite large sometimes, are not generally large enough to justify the negative in

ferences commonly made.

Although almost all bestweight selection equations clearly indicate

otherwise, test scores are usually given more consideration than "high school

record" information when college admissions decisions are made (Wing and Wallach,

1971). The same thing occurs in certain other selection decisions (Judy, 1959).

Apparently, a substantial and critical number of people in education underestimate
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the predictive utility of educational records. Goslin (1967) found that the more

psychometric training teachers and counselors reported having, the more likely they

are to rely upon "aptitude" scores as the principal factor in counseling and place-

ment recommendations, and the more likely they are to cc..pt the idea that differ-

ences in aptitudes tend to be rather fixed charac Ales showing the "important"

or "real" differences between students. There seems to be no shortage of profes-

sional opinion tnat reflects considerable confidence in, and traditional reliance

upon, "aptitude" or "ability" scores. This carries tnrough all the way to the

testing done for admission to graduate -level education, at which place and time

the previous academic record has become a rather lengthy one.

Some writers give socio-political reasons for the emphasis on "ability"

testing in education settings ap through the secondary level. Mercer (1974) for

example, noting that the educational system is the primary institution for allo-

cating persons to adult social and economic status, maintains that tests serve

important "latent functions" in education, one of which is to affirm and perpet-

uate the status of persons i. subordinate, culturally different, or disadvantaged

groups. Testing, Mercer observes, has the objective consequence of assigning dis-

proportionate nAmbers of young peoole from particular groups to educational pro-

grams and tracks which have low ceilings and which provide limited access to

higher education. She also has some interesting comments on the "cooling out"

role of mental testing in educational settings.

Tyler (1973), in a presidential address for the American Psychological

Association, relates that "reputable psychologists [now] argue that intelligence

tests do not measure intelligence, and never have" (p. 1023). One of the prin-

cipal gains of the last few years, unfortunately not yet fully subscribed to by

many people in education, has been the greater realization of the subtlety and

complexity of the forces that combine to determine relative standings on tests of

intelligence or mental ability, or of "academic aptitude." The response to this
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particular realization hau not yet been a noticeable modification of widely-held

notions on the special utility of tests for college admissions.

There has been, in the last few years however, a somewhat greater will-

ingness to consider the use of "modified" college admissions policies for persons

in some of the larger minority groups, bat these policies have tended to draw at-

tention away from the unused predictive utility of secondary records. In several

places, major efforts have been made to develop special admission schedules for

the matriculation of members of specified groups, all ,sing test data as the crit-

ical information. A modified approach of this kind does seem to be justified ly

the spariois circanstance that aptitude tests predict about as well (or sometimes

better) within important minority groups as they do within groups made ap, excla-

sively, of other identifiable persons. The circamstance is also cited in jasti-

fying the statistical efforts that have been made by test-oriented persons and

agencies to make selection recommendations, those based on testing results, more

"fair" under different assumptions of that constitutes fairness. Consenslz con-

cerning the use of modified selection procedures in colle6. admissions has not yet

been reached, and this does not seem likely any time soon. In the meantime, dif-

ferences in average test performance between groups continue to operate on a

rather large scale to the disadvantage of many young persons. Contrariwise, it

is sometimes pointed oat that provisions for quotas, or statistical procedures for

modifying selection equations, tend to become inmanageable or confusing when it

is possible to identify more than a few special groups, and that, in being more

"fair" to some applicants, an admissions officer or selection committee becomes

less "fair" to others. It is also sometimes noted that when such modifications

are made, there is a necessary redaction in the overall effectiveness or efficien-

cy of the total selection operation.

A related matter, especially in some of the larger state systems of high-

er education, is the policy on admissions in which the relative weight of test
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data and information on secondary performance has been established and publicly

announced. This quasi-legal arrangement is often made when enrollment control

measureh, in an acknowledged hierarchy of state institutions, are thoight to be

desirable. The main trouble here, however, has again been the almoSt iniversal

practice of adopting auxiliary riles that modify the effective weights of the se-

lection variables. The minority-majority matter may or may not be at issue. But

when minimum test scores or minimlm high school grade averages (or class rank), or

both, are specified in the announced admission requirements, restriction in range

on those variables 1J introduced. .:hen this happens it is very unlikely that end

results in selection will closely resemble the selections mandated by selection

formulas supposedly in effect. Bias in favor of test data, at the expense of.in-

formation on secondary performance, again generally prevails. when cut-off scores

are arbitrarily fixed Ltlow which no applicants are acceptable is to put tests to

purposes for which they were not developed.

A third point in connection with at studies on college admissions is

That even the best weights given to tne Lest predictors do not permit forecasts

of coilege achievement that are particularly accurate. Actually, not more than

about a third of the variation in college performance can generally be predicted

tnroagh the use of test scores and "lugn school record" information. (If, for

example, the relationship between college performance and these two kinds of in-

formation can be represented by a multiple correlation (ii) value of .55, properly

corrected for restriction in range on the selection variables, then H2 = .30.

'llultiplying the .30 value by 100 shows that only 30 per cent of the variation in

college performance is accounted for.) It is obvious, then, that there is consid-

erable room for improvement in the prediction of college-level achievement, and

that who goes to college, and exactly wnat college applicants get into, is, in

some large part, not explained by the available "qualifications" data. Some mod-

erately selective colleges and universities are now setting aside special periods
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(e.g., a summer qiarter) when high school grnduates with "low" selection test

scores are given an opportanity to demonstrate the "capacity" for doing college

work.

A fourth and final observation is that, historically, for tne p;rposes

of academic prediction, mach more attention has been given to the measirement of

"intellirence," "mental ability," and "scholastic aptitude" than to the qantifi-

cation of any eqaivalent amoant of data obtainable from the existing ocademic

recorA:, (Lita extending' over a longer sample of an individual's fanctioning than

two or three hours of test behavior. In test construction, methodu of item-se-

lection and test-refinement have been carefully studied and routinely ised for al-

most seventy years. On the other hand, almost no effort has teen devoted to the

identification and quantification of significant items of information on existing

school records, or to the identification of items which should be given effective

weight in arriving at a summary record "score." Persons in college admissions, .

incliding those with research responsibilities on the topic, seen to have ,:iven

little attention to this mat Fr. They continie to recommend, and they apparently

are satisfied with, the auxiliary use of grade-point-averages and rank in high

school class to guide admissions decisions. It is fair to observe, however, that

investigators in other topical areas often employ even less precise "measures" of

educational accomplishment, such as "educational level" or "years of edication,"

for use in investigations in which relationships between "education" and certain

post-academic performances are studied. Not surprisingly, the obtained relation-

ships are usually not large enough to be of any practical significance.

Educational institutions tend to be ranked, and they rank themselves, on

the taxis of the "quality" of the students they are able to attract. Some critics

argue that programs, policies, and publications of the testing agencies themselves,

and individuals with vested interests of one kind or another in testing, serve to

support and popularize the role of testing in defining and establishing the prns-



tide hierarchy among American colleges, and in preserving college admissions as

one of the major testanchored areas of American life. Average score on the com

monly used admissions tests is widely accepted as a meaningful index of the de

sired "quality." Astin (1)71), in one available putlication, provides these data

for 230C American colleges. Accordingly, it is rare for a selective school tc

admit significant numbers of applicants with "low" test scores.

On the other nand, equivalent data on the high school accomplishments of

students admitted to the various colleges and universities of the country have not

been made available, nor have they leen reported in any useaLle format. At best,

a student's high school rank or raw gradepointaverage is available among the

auxiliary data, but it is not possible to relate this "record" in any systematic

or precise manner to the "records" of other students who have been admitted to a

particular college or university, as it otherwise is with respect to te-,t, scores.

Very little has been attempted, in any context, state, or country, to develop a

more satisfactory summary measure covering the secondaryschool record, or to

make relevant comparative data available on an existing ncql)er of postsecondary

institutions.

01,actives of this at id

The scheduling of the present investigation was suggested, in part, by

the opening of a new branch of the University of Texas at San Antonio, Texas. A

large campus for the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) is now ander con

struction. There are four nonpublic colleges and universities in the city (St.

Aary's University, Trinity University, Our ! dy of the Lake College, and Incarnate

Word Co7.1ege) having a total of about 11,000 students, and two public junior col

leges (San Autonio College and St. Philips College). The largest of the twoyear

'colleges, San Antonio College, has a total enrollment of almost 20,000 students,

more than the number of students enrolled at all the other institutions combined.

Because of construction delays at the new UTSA campuu, and because of advances in

1
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the date when undertradiate students can be accepted (now projected for the Fall

of 1976), prospective bT3A students have been encouraged to begin their post-

secondary protrams at Jan Antonio College. Apparently, many have chosen to do

so. The principal source of the data for the present study was the high school

records of a sample of fall-time, freshman students at San Antonio College.

In several ways, the situation in higher education in the San Antonio

metropolitan area is a microcosm of nigher education in the State of Texas, and

to some extent, in the nation as a whole. There is, for example, the ongoing ex-

pansion in education facilities so that everyone, or almost everyone, who wishes

can find a place in some college or university. There are different admission

policies, and the same possibilities for differences of opinion over how these

policies do, or should, relate to one another. To some degree there is an ex-

isting prestige hierarchy among San Antonio colleges and universities, and, with

no change in stated admission policies, the hierarchy will protally lecomc a more

pervasive one. There is the concurrent problem of how to be fair to an impor-

tant numLer of "minority" students. There is a parallel existence of privately-

supported and publicly-supported institutions, and the financial and organiza-

tional problems faced by the private instititions where fees must necessarily be

higher than those asked at the public colleges. There is the same necessity to

coordinate programs, policies, and curriculums so that there will be a public

perception of minimum duplication and waste to the total amount of resources for

higher education. Instruction is, or will be, carried out at two-year, four-

year, and university-level institutions. There is the same obligation to view

the higher education enterprise, in its total configuration, as an important

means for providing for the optimum development and education of all students.

As elsewhere, the most important innovations in hither education are the possible

ones that begin with a reassessment of what goes on at the admission gate.

This, then, is the developing milieu in which the present investigation
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was planned. From the perspective of the current state of the art for college

admissions, there is, here, both an opportunity and, it seems, almost an obliga-

tion to take a new look at the high school record as a source of information for

predicting college achievement. Are the accepted generalizations concerning the

relative utility of test scores and information from the "high school record"

true in the local situation? Does the use of a high school "grade-point-average"

(HSA), or rank based on that average (MR) lead to erroneous conclasions concern-

ing the maximum predictive utility of measures derived from the previous academic

record? It is believed that answers to these questions will have important i-

plications for educational practice both here and elsewhere.

In the process of attempting to find an answer to the last of the above

questions, a high school transcript score (HSTS), a hypothetically better "mea-

sure" pertaining to the high school record, is generated and evaluated in context

with other information of the kind normally employed in making recommendations

and decisions on college admissions. Before proceeding with a description of trio

procedures used in this task, reference will be made Lo some earlier research

which seems to be relevant to the understanding and evaluation of those procedures.

Related Research

In a review of 263 college admission studies conducted over a ten-year

period, Fishman and Pasanella (1960) reported a mean correlation of .50 between

"high school grades" and grades obtained in the first year of college (versus a

correlation of .47 between test scores and grades obtained in the first year of

college). In the course of this review a reference is made to the work of Bloom

and Peters in an unpublished study in which a plan was advanced for defining,

better, the relationships between high school grades and college averages. The

proposed method called for statistical corrections for intraschool and inter-

school nonequivalence of grades, and, although some writers have subsequently

questioned the practical implications of the proposal, this early citation does
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highlight the circumstance that the mean correlation of .50 tetween "high school

grades" (BSA or HSR) and college grade-point-average (CCPA), may be a somewhat

conservative estimate of the possible magnitude of that relationship. The re-

viewers were of the opinion that tne Bloom and Peters method, "and other such meth-

ods," should serve to "clarify the real predictive power of high school grades"

(p. 302).

Fishman and Pusanella also provided an estimation of how mach test scores

might "add" to the observed relationships between "high school grades" and col-

lege performance. In a separate look at 21 studies in which aptitude test scores

and "high school grade;;" were used in linear combination to predict CGPA, they

noted a median increase of .07 in the correlation value. (Astin (1971) more re-

cently reported that when test scores are used in combination with "high school

grades" to predict CGPA, the increase is from .50 to .51 for men, and from .52

to .55 for women. The more definitive Astin study was based on a national sample

of 36,581 students who entered 160 different colleges in the Fall of 1966. The

increases here seem not large enough to be practically siglficant.) The most

commonly used tests, order of the number of times they were cited in the

earlier review, were the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examin-

ation Board, the American Council on Education Psychological Examination for Col-

lege Freshmen, and the Ohio State University Psychological Examination.

The ACT Pro, ram

One of the most important examinations now being widely used in college

selection activities in the United States was not mentioned in the Fishman and

Pasanella review. These are the tests provided by the American College Testing

Program. A unique aspect of the ACT Program is the recommended use, for predic-

tive purposes, of certain data from the high school record. In particular, exam-

inees are asked to report their last high school marks in mathematics, natal's.2

science, social studies, and English. These marks, along with test performlnce
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information are used separately to predict college averages in the four academic

areas, and also to predict an overall COPA. In the operation of the ACT Program,

exaninees are asked to refresh memories, if necessary, concerning their last high

school grades in the four courses before presenting themselves for testing. They

are told that their marks, as given by themselves, will later be reported back to

the school. It appears that these grades ure furnished with a reasonable degree

of accuracy.

No claim has ever been made in ACT Program research reports concerning

the special utility of high school record information. Rather, it has been ob-

served (Lindquist, 1961) that "marks made in just four selected semester units of

high school are practically as good for predictive purposes as is the high school

grade point average based on the entire four-year high school record of the stu-

dent, or the rank in graduating class based on this overall grade point average"

(p. 17). The observation leaves room for expecting the remaining elements of in-

formation on the high school record to have some residual atility for improving

he prediction of college pa-formance. Llso, the foir self-reported grades for

the ACT Program are grades in the Junior year of high school. Generally, grades

caraed in the Senior year of high school are better predictors of college grades.

Other Studies

There have been other studies, more recently conducted, that provide for

the evaluation of non-test variables as predictors of college academic achievement.

In a study at Brown University, Nicnolson (1970), for example, found that a rating

given by high school counselors could be used "as a variable as good or better than

those traditionally used from the cognitive domain" (p. 11). Cognitive measures

referred to in the Nicholson investigation included the average of College Board

achievement tests and the verbal and mathematics subtext scores on the Scholastic

Aptitude Test. In connection with a study conducted at Dike University, Wing and

Wallach (1971) provided a rationale for excluding both test data and "grades" data
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in college admissions. At the University of Northern Colorado, Hein and Leonard

(1970) employed information from the high school record in a multiple regression

system that included five ACT Program scores. They found that the test scores

made no significant, unique contritation to the prediction of college performance.

The ;41i1 itary Experience

Training in the variois military specialties approaches a level of com-

plexity teyond that found in some post-secondary edacation. Since the service

organizations must devote a considerable portion of their resources to traininr

activities, and since training is a major element in maintaining some degree of ef-

ficiency, the backgroind factors relating to pre-service edication will probally

increase in relative importance as military equipment and operations tecoe more

intricate.

With most of its new men and women having at least a high school diploma,.

the Air Force is probal ly in a Letter position than the otner :u litany services to

capitalize on pre-service educational information in channeling incoming people

into the necessary training programs. Since 1964, accordingly, aptitide indexes

(which before 19(.4 had been lased solely upon test performance) have included "bo-

nus points" given for the completion of certain high school courses. It was ear-

lier found that coarse-completion information on five high school courses could le

used to predict technical training success almost as well as this success could

le predicted with aptitude test scores (Judy, 1960). In a later study (Judy, 1970)

pertaining to 13,311 airmen in 24 analysis groups, it was found that for 23 of the

24 groups there was no statistically significant difference (at the .05 level) in

the validities reported for the aptitude information and the "education" informa-

tion. In this last study, self-report data on level-of-performance (as "above

average," "average," or "below average") on a longer list of high school courses

were employed.
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The maximum role of the secondary school record in predicting technical-

training performance in military situations has not yet been fully explored, bat

the military studies do demonstrate that "years of education" and "hig'n chooi

graduation status" (graduate versus non-graduate) Jong used in large-scale mili-

tary selection studies, are not the optiiiium measure on "educational background."

The long-standing civilian practice of dependihg von HSA or H3R to predict col-

lege academic performance is, in some ways, analogous to the older military prac-

tice of depending upon "years of education" or high school "Eradiation statis" to

indicate future training suc_ess. In both settings, "aptitudes" and other kinds

of examination scores are still given the major consideration in the "operational"

decisions.

A final reference is made to a study conducted at the United 3' tes Air

Force .academy (Judy and desten, 1971). Using the high school transcripts on a sam-

ple of 30C students in till, Class of 1973, non-self-report data were assembled, in

a binary configiration, to show which secondary courses each student in the sample

had taken, and, for the courses taken, level of perfdrmance. A point-biserial

correlation coefficient was computed between each item of information (represented

ty a "1" or an "0" on computer tapes), and the normalized score on academic rank

at the Academy. Table 1 shows the distribution of the statistically significant

items of information. History and certain other subjects did not seem to matter

Insert Table 1 about here.

in this special situation. A phis sign in a column indicates that the datum was

positive and statistically significant (at the .05 level) in its relationship

with Academy performance; a minus sign in a column indicates that the datum was

negative and statistically significant. The four levels of performance, 1 through

4, was "high" to "low" for the listed courses; a minus sign in the last column

indicates that not having the listed course was a disadvantage. The tatalation
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shows the importance of good pre-Academd performance in English, mathematics, and

science on the part of prospective students. The results are somewhat less defin-

itive for the high school foreign language courses. In general, information on

level-of-performance in the listed courses was found to be more important than

course-completion information.

In a subsequent, unreported analysis, a second sample of 3C0 transcripts

belonging to students in tne Class of 1973 were scored using the "key" indicated

in Table 1. A value of +1 was assigned when a transcript item agreed with a ells

value on the key, and a value of -1 when a transcript item agreed with a minas

value on the key. The transcript "score" consisted of the algebraic sum of all

+1 and -1 wales, klis a constant, the constant leing equal to the nurser of minis

item on the Key. It was then observed tnat this "score" could be used to account

for almost 40 per cent of the variation in academic performance at the Academy,

whereas, in the same analysis group, IAJA could le used to account for less than

30 per cent. Computations wnich exi;lore the potential role of "aptitude" tests

E;enerally show that such tests can be used to account for about 25 per cent of

tae variation in academic performance at the Academy (':iesten and Lenning, 1973) .

1!;arlier in this report it was noted that differences in grading prac-

tices and standards from high school to high school is often given as a reason

why it is not possible to rely upon high school grades to predict college perform-

ance. Studies conducted at the Service Academies arm therefore potentially very

useful in helpinj to clarify this particular matter on a national scale. In the

"Academy" studies, maximum variation in transcript format (and grade reporting)

is encountered since the high school records come from all parts of the United

States. By law, a systematic attempt mast he made to include proportionate num-

bers of students from designated population areas of the country. In the more

typical college situation, students are mach more likely to be drawn from a more

limited area of the country, especially in places where an important number of
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colleges and universities are supported by state funds.

Procedures

The procedures used in tne present study followed quite closely the pro-

cedures adopted for the USAF Academy study mentioned anove. The total operation

is essentially a simple and straightforward one. It provides for the advance iso-

lation of elements of information relevant to the prediction of a college-perform-

ance criterion, and then combines these elements in a manner not unlike that used

in arriving at test scores. The resulting index takes into direct account unspec-

ified academic skills demonstrated in earlier academic settings. (High school

chemistry, in the Academy study, seemed to function especially well in sepP.rating

some persons with good prospects for doing well at the Academy from other persons

with poor prospects there. In a HSA, by contrast, chemistry receives no more

computational attention than does the least demanding coarse listed on a tran-

script.) Perhaps even more importantly, however, the index takes into indirect

account certain other unspecified indications concerning interests, interest pat-

terns, motivations, or proclivities of the various kind which are contained on

the high school record and which seem likely to 1.e useful in identifying yoln,.-

men and women who will do well in the college situation. Clerical operations

with respect to the nandling of high school transcript information in the Academy

study, and in the present study, have been described in greater detail in another

place (Judy, 1971).

Subjects

The subjects were 1972 graduates of metropolitan-area high schools who

entered San Antonio College in the Fall of 1972. A sample of 1000 students, only

those who had taken courseain high school qualifying them for admission to at

least one of the colleges at the Lniversity of Texas at Austin, and those who had

also taken American College Testing Program (ACT) tests, was selected. Full-time

freshman students entering San Antonio College are required to submit scores on
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ACT, but admission is open (without regard to test scores) to all otherwise qual-

ified persons. Scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests of the College Board are

acceptable in Ilea of ACT scores, but, as indicated, only students who had taken

ACT were chosen for this study. The 1000 students were randomly divided into two

groups, one a key-development group (N = 500) and one a holdout group (N = 500).

The "holdout" group was the analysis group for this study.

The U., to

The key for keying transcript information assembled for this study was

generated from trluscript data on foil- English co trses (Eng I, En g II, En;,: III,

Ent; 17), six mathematics courses (Alg I, Geom, hlg 11, Trig, Anal Geom, Elem Ana-

lysis), five social stidy courses (Amer Hist, Amer Gov, World Hist/Ceog, Econom-

ics, Psychol/Soctol), and four science courses (Phy Scl, Biol, Chen, Physics).

Listed below are the variables chosen for this study, identified Ly code letters:

HSTS - High School Transcript Score. The score for each student in

the holdout (analysis) group obtained by applying the key-development "kej."

HSH - High School Rank score. For members ui the analysis group,

high school rank was translated into units of measurement by first determining

"percent position" (FP = 100(100 - .5)/N) where N is the number ranked in the

high school class, and then, assuming normal distribution, referring to appro-

priate tables for the rank "score."

HSA - High School Average (as in the ACT Program). For members of

the analysis group, average of the last high school grades in English, mathemat-

ics, social studies, and natural science, the four self-reported grades assembled

on students in colleges participating in the American College Testing Program.

This value has been described as leing very near the average value obtained when

grades in all high school courses are averaged (Lindquist, 1961).

TENG - Test English, ACT Program. For members of the analysis group,

standard score on the English sub-test of the ACT Program Test.

.;
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TAATH - Test :lathematics, ACT Frogram. For members of the analysis

group, standard score on the mathematics sat, -test of the ACT Program Test.

TS'S - Test Social Science, ACT Program. For members of the analysis

group, standard score on the social science sub-test of the ACT Program Test.

TSCI - Test Science, ACT Program. For members of the analysis group,

standard score on the science sub -test of the ACT Program Test.

ACTC - ACT Composite. For members of the analysis group, the com-

posite score on the ACT Program Test, the average of the standard scores in Eng-

lish, 1atheatics, Social Science, and Science.

GOA - College Grade Point Average. For members of the amaysis

group, average of all grades obtained in tne first semester at college.

The Analyses

Intercorrelations among all variables were computed and a series of re-

gression problems were solved for the purpobe of evaluating the utility of LISTS

used alone and used in combination with other information of the kind normally em-

ployed in the prediction of grade-point-average in college (CGPA). With respect

to the results obtained through the solution of the regression problems, the pre-

dictive role of selected varlables was estimated on the basis of the magnitude of

the 3ifferene between two squared multiple correlation coefficients k1.1
2
), one ob-

tained for a "fall model" (see Ward, 1962) and the other obtained for problems in

which selected variables have been eliminated (refer to Ward's "restricted model").

The variance ratio (F) was used to test the statistical significance (always at

the .01 level) of the difference letween the two R
2
values.

Results

Table 2 snows the means and standard deviations of the variables evaluated

in this study, and, in the las'. eight columns, the intercorrelations among those

Insert Table 2 about here.
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variables. Code letters, as described above, are used in identifying the table

entries. Special attention is called to the first column of the intercorrelation

matrix (column four, CUPA, in Table 2) which shows the relationships between Col

lege Grade Point Average (CGPA) and each of the varialles examined as "predictor;;"

of that measure. The CSPAH3TS relationship (r = .59) was the strorri-est relation

ship observed. The CGPA H3a relationsnip wus observed to he .56, and the COPAHS.1

relationship, .31. (The bestweight combination of all the test variables in this

stuffy led to a multiple R value of .40.) The relative magnitude of these particu

lar relationships is the mutter of principal interest. In the remaining portion

of this section of the report the predictors are evaluated, in context with one

another, in their ;joint contributions to the prediction of academic performance.

Table 3 gives the sequence of regression problems solved and shows the

res,.:lts obtained. The sequence of problems was aL, arbitrary and intuitive one,

Insert Table 3 al out here.

suggested and guided by the ,:.:.gnitude of entries reported in the intercorrelation

matrix reported in Table 2. The problems are presented in six clusters. with the

first problem in each cluster being a "full model" problem, a problem utilizing

two or more predictors. In the "restricted model" problems that immediately fol

low each of the "full model" problems, various predictors are removed to show the

loss in R
2
value attributable to the removal. The functioning of the removed

variable(s) is thus determined. Asterisks identify the problems in which the loss

is R
2
value (i.e., "full model" R

2
minus "restricted model" R2) ) s large enough

to be statistically significant at the .01 level.

In the first cluster of three problems it ;;ho _a le noticed that even

though HSR functioned better than HSA as a predictor of college averages in this

study, HSA maintains some residual utility in the joint prediction of those aver

ages. [The High School Rank score (H3H), rather than an unsealed average such
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as HSA, is more likely to be the "high school record" data used in most selection

situations. Also, since both "measures" pertain to the high school record, and

since the rank score is derived from average grades in a partied tr high school

class, the two indications are commonly looked upon as relating to essentially

the same attribute.] It was found here that when HSH and USA are used together

in a prediction system, and when each, in t.irn, is removed from that system, the

Iredac.ion (.0741 and .0152) in t

2
(from .3335) is, in each instance, large enoigh

to be statistically significant. The loss was much greater when E3R was removed,

but it does appear that some predictive efficiency is lost when only rank infor-

mation is considered, and that it is not necessary to go beyond two commonly-used,

commonly-available summary indications on the high school record to show that high

school "rank" information, as "record" information, does not provide for the

highest pus..:ible prediction of college grades.

In the first problem in the second cluster of problems listed in Table

3 (Problem 4), ESR and the composite score of the American College Testing Pro-

gram Test (ACTG) were used in a "full model" problem. Wht.n HSR was removed as

.

one of the predictors (Problem 5), the ti
2

value decreased from .3309 to .1221, a

loss of .2033. When ACTC was removed (Problem 6), the decrease was less (.0126),

about the same as when HSA tits removed in the first cluster (Problem 3). In the

present instance, the results are seen to be similar to those in many selection

situations in which a test score and high school rank data are used in linear com-

bination to predict CGPA. the contribution of the test information is statisti-

cally significant, bat the contribution occurs in the presence of a presumably-

deficient indication pertaining to the "high school record."

In the third cluster (Problems 7, 3, and 9) the High School Transcript

Score (HST'S) is used for the first time in the prediction. Here (in Problem 7)

HSTS is used with HSR in the "full model" problem. When TESTS was removed from

the system (Problem 8), the R2 loss was .0461. When IISR was removed (Problem 9),
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the loss was .0142. Both losses, though small, were large enoagh to be statis-

tically significant, but H3R emerges an the aaxiliary predictor this time. HSTS

is observed to be tae Lest predictor or college-level academic performance. };SR

apparently still has a slpplenental role to play n.ch as ESA does when H3it and

arc used together as predictors.

In the fourth cluster of proLlems in Table 3, H3T3, found to be the test

"high school record" predictor, was used in combination with ACTC in predicting

aca'emic performance in college (Prol,lem 1C). .Then EST'S was removed (Problem 11),

.

the loss in the R value of .3521, was .2300. 'g hen ACTC was removed (Problem 12),

the toss was only .0019, a loss not large enough to be statistically significant.

ACTC is seen, then, as a variable that makes no sinificant contribution to the

prediction of college achievement in the presence of HSTS.

In the first of a fifth series or problems (Problem 13), ACTC, HSTS

and ESh wore all three used in a "full model" problem. The fall model R of

.3665 declined by .0336 when EST3 was removed (Problem 14), and 14 .0144 when

HSR was removed (Problem 15). bota of these reductions were statistically nig-

ntficant (F = 27.d7 and F = 11.27 respectively), bat the removal of HSTS caused

the ,-reatest loss to the fall model ft..2 . Aen ACTC was removed (Problem 16),

the R4 valae declined by .0021, an amount not large enough to be statistically

significant (F = 1.64).

In a final series of problems (Problem 17 throgh Problem 20), the four

subtests of the ACT Program Test were substituted for the ACT Program Composite

score (ACTC). This was done to allow, in the regression problems, maximum oppor-

tunity for the selection test data to show residual utility in the prediction of

CGPA. When the four tests were removed from the regression system (Problem 20),

the R- value for the full model equation declined by .0120, an amount not large

enough to be statistically significant.
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Discussion

In interpreting the results of stidies in which comparisons are made be

tween two or more correlation values, a very important consideration always has

to do with the likelihood that range restrictions on one or more of the correlated

measures are operating to prevent the comparisons from being definitive ones. This

is true because sych restrictions necessarily redace the magnitude of the olserved

relationships, these redIctions most often occurring in situations in which selec

tion procedures are used to eliminate some or many of the candidates. If criterion

information (school or jobperformance information) is available on only :-, part

of the applicant group, then the relationships between "predictors" of the cri

terion information, and the criterion information itself, will pertain to only a

part of the applicant group, not to all of it. It is common practice, then, to

"correct" correlation coefficients for restriction in range on the selection var

iables. In college admission studies this is frequently done with respect to test

scores employed in selection, but rarely so witn respect to other data used in

the selection process. Errove:.ous conclzsions are therefore commonly reached con

cerning the relative predictive utility of test data and educational record data.

In the present study it was not necessary to make "corrections" in the

CGPAtest relationships because test results are not used in making admissions

decisions at San Antonio College. There was no restriction in range lrought about

ty selection on test variables. The restriction in range on the educational var

iables (i.e., the elimination from consideration of the records of students who

had not taken all the high school courses necessary for university admission)

was a planned part of the research design. In the sampling operation the goal was

to come up with a group of young people who would resemble, as closely as possible,

persons thought likely to be candidates for UTSA admission in the Fall of 1976.

Establishing of minimum educational background requirements served to identify,

better, a potential UTSA applicant grup.
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A reduction in range on test scores, however occasioned, and whether at

the lower end of the "aptitude" scale or at the higher end, operates to reduce the

magnitude of tne relationships that can be reported letween those scores and the

criterion at hand. The reference here to the "higher end" of the scale is not on

ly to the somewhat better test performance of the students at some of the private

colleges in the San Antonio area, but also to the butter performance of an unknown

nunber of t,tadentb who now leave the metropolitan area each year to attend colleges

and universities elsewhere. With tne opening of UTSA to indergradiate enrollment,

tome of the aighor :,coring high school students will prolably choose to apply for

UT.I1 adltssion. "A-tv others in the higher "aptitude" category, especially those

who can afford the extra expense, will probably contirrte to migrate. There is

some evidence th:l.t students at the new urban campuses being established Id state

aniverotties in the Lnited Stales represent a different strata of American society

than do the students at the central campuses, and especially the students at the

more selective private institutions.

The heterogeneity of a group on one variable aff.ets the magnitude of

the otl,erved relationship between that variable and any other variable. Another

factor which is of some importance is the reliability or stability of the corre

lated measures. The accuracy of prediction that is possible to achieve is lim

ited by the reliability of the variable used as a predictor. In particular, in

interpreting the results of this study, and in considering their implications,

it appears necessary to take into some account the possibility of obtaining im

proved data on the educational record. In the San Antonio area, it was noted in

the coarse of the ;,tidy, there is a rather serious deficiency with respect to the

lack of standard practices and procedures in keeping educational records, and

this extends to the supposedly simple matter of arriving at grade averages upon

which "hign school rank" is based.

At some San Antonio high schools, when gradepointaverages are computed,
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all grades on the transcript are averaged, including those earned in varsity ath-

letics (almost all :Lich grades are "A"), Band, a.o.T.C., and Driver Udscation. At

other high schools, some of these are incltded. It was surprising to find schools

in the same District, presumably following written policy set down by s central

administrative office, differins from one other in the coarse grades included in

the averages. This last variation, however, was mich less than variation in pro-

cedure from District to District. It was also observed that there is a definite

need for aAit and review procedures to identify, and to insure the correction of,

condltstional errors. In the data assend led for tnis stAdy, the observed errors

were certainly not rare.

Anotner praC,ice, also somewhat different from District to District and

from school to school, bat witn different implicstions for different students in

the same District, or the same school, was one tnat assigns a different numler of

grade points for stAdentx making the same grade in different presentations or the

:ism(' coArse. At one high school, for example, wnere a seven-point scale is used

ln complting s grade-point-average for each student, the grading was as follows:

slnriched Course Regular Co arse Basic Course Grade Points

A 7
B A 6

C 1-) 5
D C A 4

D B 3

C 2

D 1

A majority of San Antonio schools employ variations of this plan. It was ob-

served, too, that most of the students in "enriched," "major works," or "honors"

courses receive "A" or "B" for their performances whereas many of the students in

"basic" or "developmental" courses tend to receive "C" or "D." Only in the "reg-

ular" courses are near normal distributions of grades sometimes found. The im-

portant thing to notice, overall, 13 that different scales in different schools

are J..0.i . '7 different students in essentially different courses.
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In this study, as already indicated however, high school "rank" data and

"grades" data, in their present condition and format, were used in the prediction

of college performance. No effort was made to recompate "rank" in the various

high schools on the basis of a common set of coarse grades (not possible without

t'Ai entire ninber of records of a given high school gradaating class), or even to

correct the errors made in computing grade averages on which the reported "rank"

was based. No allowances of any kind were made for the circumstance that grades

pertaining to the "same" coarse are often taught at different levels, and evaii-

ateri differently for different stidents. As points of departure for determining

"nigh scaool rcalk," or for the derivation of "high school transcript score," it

is apparent that the available data were somewhat less precise -Ulan they might

otherwise Le, and tnat, in this particular respect, they are characteristic of

earlier data of the kind normally itilized in college admission stidies.

If test information has no incremental validity in the presence of in- .

dexes derived from "high saool record" data of the gaality evailalle for tutu

stagy, res.lItc Jold be so:nrilut more conclisive with letter information from

those record-. "digh sencol "rank" data, because they Can le used to force a sim-

ilar distribltion of rank "scores" for the different hig'i schools, sLodd 021c:r-

ally predict college grades better than nign school "averages." The findings of

this study support the pr,ctice of using "rank" information, rather than average

grades, if only one of these are to Le employed in making college admissions de-

cisions. Rank scores are probally more "fair" in certain areas where high schools

differ considerally in the social, economic, and/or racial composition of their

student bodies.

Summary and Concl;sions

This report began with an olservation that college admissions is now

a critical problem in many countries. In the United States the administrative

trend has been toward the expansion of facilities for higher education so that
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larger nimbers of young people :night be able to attend some college or university.

In the Anerican sitJation, the principal contest increasingly becoming an an-

nual contest for admission to one of the "better" institutions. The intensifying

competition is not surprising in view of the expanding awareness of the economic

and social advantages that accrue to yoing people who dttend the more selective

schools. When some applicants are admitted and some are rejected, however, the

question often asked is:

decisions be made?

A widely accepted point of view is that the fairest basis for college

admissions is one on merit that favors applicants in accordance with the best

possible estimate of their relative prospects for doing well in a particular aca-

demic setting. It has generally been shown, in hundreds of studies on the topic,

that the "high school record" is the best single predictor of college-level

achievement, and that the best predictions are made when "high school record"

information is given more weight than selection-test scores when admissions de-

cisions are made. In actual admissions practice, however, test scores are often

given the most effective weight. In the first part of this report, foir main

points are made in connection with the past stldies on college admissions.

1. The "average" grade shown in grade-point-averages, which determine

"rank" in high school class, may not adequately summarize the heterogeneous con-

tent of the high school record. An "average" grade masks important differences

with respect to tne courses students take. The lack of standard approaches to

the computation of averages, and the common scarcity of effective review pro-

cedures for correcting ordinary computational errors, also contribute to the un-

reliability of "high school grades."

2. The recommended ratios for weighting test scores and "high school

grade-" are empirically derived. Whatever the deficiencies in grades or grading,

the recommended ratios reflect the existin-* utility of the data in best-weight

How are these decisions made? Or: How sholld these
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prediction eq..ations. It is often erroneoisly inferred that, relative to "high

school grides," tefA, scores are more dependable and valid for selection purposes

because of Known differences in grading practices and standards. There are lif-

ferences in these practices and standards, bat the differences, thotgh sometines

large, are not generally large enough to justify the neative inferences commonly

npde.

3. t.hren the best weights ,pven to the lest cIrrent predictors do not

pernit forecasts of college achievement that are p.rticilarly z.ocirate. Act

not more than about a third of the ariutics in college perform:.nce can genorallj

be predicted tnro.:gu the use of test scores and "high school record" information.

This leave.... mucn room for improvenent in the drediction of college-level achieve-

ment.

4. Historically, for the purposes of academic prediction, more atten-

tion nas been given to the measurement of "intelligence," "mental ability," and

"scnol-stic ndtitAde" than to in° qu,ntification of any eqiivalent amount of data

:btaih:le from the existing cadenic record, d;.1ta extending over a longer sample

of an indivilu-l's fictiohing tnan two or three hoar:; or test behavior. Almost

no effort h:,s Leers devoted to the identification and qiantification of

cant items of inforn.tion on school records, or to the identification of itens

which snould he given effective weight in arriving at a summary record "score."

In giving the objectives of the present study, it was pointed out that

the opening of a major urban iniversity in San Antonio, Texas, is highlighting; a

perennial college admissions isste that has not been satisfactorily resolved any-

where, and that the total situation in higher education in this location is some-

what analogous to the current situation in higher education in the State of Texas

as a whole, and, to some extent, in the nation an a whole. In the study carried

oat, the focus of attention was upon standards and policies that govern admission

to post-secondary education. In particular, these questions were asked: 1) With
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respect to standands which serve to predict college performance, do the accepted

generalizations nold wnen it comes to the relative atiliti of test scores and in

formation from tare nigh scnool record? 2) Does tne use of a high school "grade

pointaverage" (HJA) or rank Lased on that average (iUR) lead to erroneous con

clusions concerning the maximum predictive utility of measures derived from the

previous academic record?

A nigh school tranocript score (1,SfS), a hypothetically better "measure"

pertaining to tile high school record, was generated and evaluated in context witU

other information of the kind normally employed in makint, recommendations and de

cisions on college admissions. It was found that neither a high school grade

pointaverge (,1JA) nor a nigh school rank (KJa) provided for the optiman predic

tion or college grades. ;lore specifically, it was fould that:

1. Hi th School rank information, in the precision shown on high school

trancript ex-Imined in this study, docu not provide for the optimum prediction of

college grades. High school rank is clearly a better predictor their hi;it scnool

average (this does not agree with an American CcIlege Testing Program statement

conoerning tne relative usefulness of au approximate "average" and high school

rank) tat tue American College Testing Program "average" does maintain some pre

dictive utility in the presence of high school rank. This is taken as one indi

cation that there is predictive information on high school transcripts nct now

being systematically employed.

4 Hifh st-huol rank information, in the precision shown on transcripts

examined in this study, maintains predictive utility in the presence of the Amer

ican College Testing Program Composite score, but the test information also main

tains predictive utility when test scores and high school rank, in the precision

generally reported, are used in linear combination to predict college grades.

3. High school rank information, in the precision shown on transcripts

examined in this study, maintains predictive utility in the presence of the ex
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perimental "high school transcript score." High school rank, although not a bet-

ter predictor tnan the "high school transcript score," should be retained as a

component part of the high school record information when attempts are made to

predict college grades.

4. In the presence of a high school transcript score, as developed and

evaluated in this study, the American College Testing Program Composite Score

makes no statistically significant contribition to the prediction of college grades.

5. When high school rank information, the high school transcript score,

and the Amelican College Testing Program Composite Score are jointly tsed to pre-

dict college grades, the removal of the high school transcript score from the pre-

diction causes the greatest loss, the removal of high school rank causes a lesser,

though still a statistically significant, loss. The removal of the American Col-

lege Testing Program Composite Score did not cause a statistically significant

loss.

6. The four sub-tests of the American College Testing Program tents,

in linear combination with high school rank information ana the high school tran-

script score, do not contribate, statistically, to the prediction of college grades.

It is therefore observed, then, that in making college admissions deci-

sions and recommendations, it is generally best to use a carefully obtained high

school rank in conjunction with an empirically developed high school transcript

score in the prediction of college achievement. In the presence of these two in-

dexes, used jointly, selection test scores become redundant.

Recommendations

The recommendations offered below, although these must necessarily

pertain particularly to the situation in higher education in the San Antonio,.

Texas, metropolitan area, are ones that have direct implications for educational

practices and policies elsewhere. The problems here are problems common to

higher education. Many issues remain unresolved.
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1. Since high school rank is widely employed in college admissions deci-

sions, and since that information also maintains predictive utility in the presence

of a more compre:,ensive high school t eeeript score as developed and evaluated in

this stidi, it is recommended tLat more care and precision be as widely exercised

in of twining and recording "high school rank" information. The most obvious need,

in field settings s ich z.s the one in which the present stidy was cone rote: }, is a

common policy covering the identity of tne nigh school co heel that are to be ;zed

wiles uchool gride-point-a,,eragen are computed, and those that are not to be

used. In Texas, the courses probally should he selected, not arbitrarily but

exclisively, from the "list of approved co uses" in Bulletin 560 of the Texas Ed-

ucation :agency. It is almost inbeievable that regents, or tristees, of public

colleges and univei3ities in a designated area are able, rather indepernlently and

anrelatedly, to estaLllsh admissions standards for entering students, that these

promine.itly include indications on "high school rank," and that there is no order-

ly., specified plan, and a formal aiditing procc.d.ire, which might effectively con-

.eol the way grade-point-averages arc obtained. inch school rank is Lased upon

these iliart-at ave:.ages. It seems imperative thet early steps be taken to reg-

ularin this non-trivial matter.

2. The first recommendation does not depend entirely upon the results

of the present study to make it an appropriate one. The second recommendation,

likewise, is not altogether an outgrowth of the results reported here. There

does seem to be a need, however, for some kind of a moratoriim on the prolifera-

tion of courses taught at two or three levels in high school, and of special

courses open, in fact or in effect, only to those with "talent" or extra money.

It would appear that the twin pressures of Sputnik and a lingering non-acceptance

of court-mandated desegregation may have had some added influence on the actual

practice in many places, but it is really not otherwise clear why Course 1 of

Subject A (Algebra I, for example) should be taught at a "developmental" level,
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a "regular" level, and at an "nonors" level, assuming that Course 1 covers a finite

numLer of concepts from the topic of jubject A and it. At: a pre-reqilsite for col-

lege admission. .1;ntirelj apart from the rationale for assigning students to the

different classes for Coirse 1 of .;ubject A ic the matter of teachers being alio to

come ip wits grade:: in Course 1 thit will satisfactorily and acc irately relate the

performance of stAcents who nave received instrictipn in the different clsses.

(Tnere are, pernaps, 4uds that one student, rather than another, call Le allowed to

progress to a higher level in the jibject A carriculam, bit this sho.ld not operate

to aecentte or conceal relative performances of stadents in the first coarse in

:;abject A.) Another critical situation, specifically, is teat a large nanber of

Sian Antonio stadents, more than a few of wno.n woild appear to have good proects

for doing well in post-secondarj education, regalailj racL.ate from nigh scnooi

without ravine taken the required coirnes for a normal entrance into one of true

"better" colleges. nciated hathematics 1 and helated Ii:Anematics 11, for ekample,

meet the reqiiremeni for high school jrada,ttiO in lexa..3, bit not tact acalemic

equiremvnts for college enta1.100 in "Letter" institutions anywhere.

3. Yhe tnird recommendation is one that follows ,u1 t( directly from

findings of this stidj. It is that tape files he estallishcd at the

of Texas at .pan Antonio tnat will contain the fill secondary-school record of e ich

applicant for admission, and that these specificalld include the secondary'-schoul

record* of third-year undergraduate students who plan to enter 'TI:.;A It the Fall of

1975. Then, since a record of the previous andergradaate work will also be at hand,

a key can le easily and conveniently developed that will relate hign school per-

formance to the earlier college achievement, wherever demonstrated. This key can

then be used in the derivation of a trial "high school transcript scum" for the

applicants for the 1)76 freshman class.

The adoption of this last recommendation will permit not only a repli-

cation of some parts of the present study, but also make possible other desirable
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computations (using the Lisle data from nign school records). Not mach can be done

to recompite tne high school "rank" of a given student (finless all the records of

a given secondary-school are on hand) bat the selection of courses to be inc1.2ded

in z high school "average" can to made withoct reference to the varying practices

from high school to high school in computing averages. Even on the matter of

courses taught at more than one "level," additional variables can tie generated to

reflect the varying. circumstances, and to aid in isolating the additional predic-

tive role, if any, of the available information On existing secondary-school re-

coris.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, 'the adoption of the last recommen-

dation of Li:. roport will permit not unlv the development of "high cc..00i record

scores" wnich will provide for the optimim prediction of overall academic achieve-

meat at orij,t but also increasingly-accurate "scores" which will provide for tne

optim,:m prediction of acniovement in the sep-,rate courses-of-study at ui'.h all

:ithout any necessary reference (sometimes unfair and harmful) to "aptitide" or

"aLility," or "intelligence." if admissions decisions ca.: ve made, on an educa-

tional-program or a course-of-study basis, ancl there are parallel aevelogments la

the other colleges and universities in the Jan Antonio metropolitan area, it shoild

no longer be necessary to view these institutions as being in an "hierarchy" with

respect to one another, or with respect to institutions of higher education else-

where.
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Table 1

Significunt Items of InfornAtion from the iligh School hecord

wnich Predict Academic Order-of-.Merit at the Air Porce Academya

higu Scnool Level of Perform,tnce in .,oArse Coarse ::ot
Course 1 2 3 4 a:en

English li (Second Course)

r;nglish Ill ('lhi Course)

IV (leourtn Course)

:.:atn II (Plane Jewdetry)

Trig)

math IV (blem. Analysis)

:ath V (Tne Calculus)

Biolojj I (tqrst Course)

Cnemistry I (p'irst Course)

Physics I (r'irst Coarse)

A :MX-L=0 Lunguage II

A tWALlice Lang.zage ill
A itomance Lan.,.,Lge 1V

A Non-Latin Language II

A Non-Latin Language III

A Non-Latin Language 11/

a
Aaapted from Judy and ;Jesten (1971). A "plus" indication shows that

the item of information was positive and statistically significant at the .05

level. A "minus" indication shows that the item of information was negative

and statistically significant at that level.
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Table 2

Varizilles (Listed by Codea) snowing 'leans, Standard Deviations,

and lntercorrelations

(Based on records of 5C3 San Antonio College students)

C3PA .BT6 so,14. HSA TE3G TAATH TLIS TSCI

GjPa

ii.:,-, ..;

116.(

HJA

'1.z..;.:G

T63

qad

ACIC.

'.54

35.50

37.12

2.67

16.))

13./3

17.13

1).12

16.14

.(4

3.25

15.19

.63

5.24

,-.. -
,.,..:

6.)5

6.a)

5.11

.59

.56

.51

.35

.33

.27

.22

.35

v.
es))

.7)

.4>

.53

.i)

.4U

.53

.76

.40

.4t)

.31

.31

.44

.41

.46

.36

.37

.46

.51

.61

.55

.79

.52

.56

.73

.71

.37 .66

a,
bee text for identification of variables.

4 1)
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Table 3

Sequence and Results of Regression Problems

(N = 500)

Pro: ":::
Predictors in ?roblem

a
R
2

R
2

loss Ii

1.

4...

IISR, 1i,..P. (Pull jodol)

HjA (;:.;R removed)

3335

.2594 .07i 55.26x*

3. iU (:::.;.1 removed) .3133 .0152 11.33"

4. HSR, AC` 0 (Pull 0d61) .33C9

5. ACI.0 (::al{ removed) .1221 .2033 155.09"

6. H.:. (ACTC removed) .3133 .C126 9.36*N

7. :i.:), HSTS (eull : :oriel) .3644

E,3R (;!.2.i6 removed) .3133 .C461 36.05N*

9. ::Jr.; (..31i removed) .3502 .0142 11.10"

lu. 11513, .,010 (,:',Ali .Iodel) .3521

11. A01'..; ( :t.;T.:, removed) .1221 .;'300 176.43'x

1,% n'..;(1.6 (40T0 removed) .350:- .0019 1.46

13. Ja., :iSR, i.CA.0 0°,111 :0del) .3665

14. 1,6,(, ACf0 (n6T.; removed) .330) .0356 27.07"

1). HST:;, ACTO (T;ii removed) .3521 .0144 !1.27"

16. IIJTS, H6li (ACTC removed) .3644 .0021 1.64

17. HS J, hail, ENO, TAATil, T3:;, TJC1 .3764

16. Hj1Z, 4 Tests (H6T3 removed) .3396 .0363 29.09**

19. HSTS, 4 Tests (H134 removed) .3644 .0120 9.49**

20. MS, IISR (4 Tests removed) .3644 .0120 2.37

a
See text for identification of variables.

**
1" statistically sit;nificant at .01 level. With r and (N - 2 degrees

of freedom, where z is the rank of the full matrix of predictor scores, and r
is the difference between 2. and the rank of the matrix of the predictor scores
after the variables hypothesized to have parameter weights of 0 have teen re-
moved (Ward, 1962).


